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All organisms respond to their (changing) environment using a variety of homeostatic mechanisms to 

maintain vital functions within acceptable limits. The ‘environment’ is the combined and interactive 

effects of changes in the weather, air quality, infectious outbreaks, etc. By definition poor health 

represents the progression of vital functions toward the boundaries of the acceptable physiological 

and biochemical limits and should reflect in a degree of environmental sensitivity. While admission to 

hospital represents the extreme of a continuum of poor health the fact that all admissions have a 

recorded diagnosis therefore provides the opportunity to study the sensitivity of a wide range of 

conditions to the environment. 

To illustrate this point Figure 1 shows the total admissions for all types of accident and injury in 

England from 1998/99 to 2010/11 for a number of age groups. Diagnoses for accident and injury 

have been grouped together for the simple reason that they all tend to rise and fall together. As can 

be seen the lines for the different age groups show an erratic trend over time and with the 0-14 age 

group showing what appears to be the least erratic behaviour. Erratic changes in the total number of 

admissions can arise from statistical variation around an average plus additional variation due to the 

environment (1).  A branch of statistics called Poisson statistics, which describes the variation 

associated with whole number events such as ambulance call outs per hour, GP referrals per week, 

etc can be used to test if the observed variation is merely statistical (random variation) or has an 

additional environmental component (2). 

Table 1 takes the line for children (0-15) in Figure 1 and converts the number of admissions in each 

year into the number of standard deviations away from the average of 102,721 admissions per year. 

The standard deviation is a measure of how tightly all the data are clustered around the average. 

Random variation can account for anything up to ± 3 standard deviations away from the average and 

9 out of 13 years are well outside these limits, hence, accidents and injury in children can be said to 

be highly environment sensitive. This has been confirmed by numerous studies investigating the 

influence of the weather on trauma admissions and attendance at the accident and emergency 

department (3-7). 

Having demonstrated the process for detecting conditions which may be environment sensitive 

Figure 2 gives an analysis of the year-to-year volatility (after adjusting for growth) in hospital 

emergency admissions for over 800 diagnoses in New Zealand over a 16 year period. The upper and 

lower control limits (UCL and LCL) are set by Poisson randomness and the method used to determine 
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average volatility is conservative hence we can conclude that a minimum of 94 out of 800 diagnoses 

(12%) which account for 40% of admissions show strong environmental sensitivity. The conservative 

nature of the method can be seen in the fact that the diagnoses within the UCL and LCL tend to be 

clustered toward the UCL and hence in reality a higher proportion may in reality be environment 

sensitive. Table 2 gives a list of the diagnoses showing the very highest levels of environmental 

sensitivity (accidents and injury excluded) and as can be seen this list comprises various infectious 

outbreaks, inflammatory disorders (due to immune imbalances such as inflammatory cytokines, etc), 

mental health conditions, cancers and a range of diagnoses indicative of post-operative 

complications, infection or inflammation (other aftercare, etc). The list is entirely sensible in that the 

fundamental medical association is feasible and has often been documented for individual diagnoses 

in other research studies (8-13). Indeed almost all the diagnoses could be said to have a common 

immune linkage and in this respect linkages between the environment, the immune system and 

mental health are becoming increasingly recognised (14). 

Having established that a significant proportion of conditions (primary diagnosis) are sensitive to the 

combined and interactive effects of the environment we now need to consider if this sensitivity could 

lead to the trends in poor health which give rise to long term cycles, i.e. the health state of the 

population undulates over time. The existence of such cycles has been recently proposed to account 

for periods of very high hospital bed occupancy and health care cost pressures occurring in Australia, 

Austria, Canada, Estonia, USA, UK, Ireland, Switzerland (15-26). 

To illustrate this possibility the trend over time for the environment-sensitive and other diagnoses in 

New Zealand is displayed in Figure 3. The total of the ‘other’ diagnoses has been adjusted down so 

that the respective growth over time can be compared. The significant features from Figure 3 are the 

very high growth in admissions for the environment-sensitive diagnoses (approximately 3.2% p.a. 

compared to 1.5% p.a. for the other diagnoses), i.e. they are driving the increase in health care costs, 

and a degree of undulating or cycle-like behaviour (which is also seen to a far lesser degree in the 

other group). Recall that the process for determining volatility over time involved adjusting for 

growth, i.e. the volatility is independent of any growth. The list of high growth and environment-

sensitive diagnoses given in Table 2 is surprisingly similar to a list identified in England (16-19) and for 

diagnoses showing high growth in costs in the USA (27). 

The author’s first exposure to the cycle which appears to be associated with medical environment-

sensitive admissions was at the Royal Berkshire Hospital (Reading, England). Around the second week 

of March of 1993 emergency medical admissions (and cost) suddenly rose by around 10% and 

subsequently stayed high for several years (16, 28). This curious behaviour was repeated at hospitals 

across all of England and a number of reports seeking to investigate the causes were published (see 

references in Jones (29)). Unfortunately all these reports looked at the trend in annual total 

admissions and in doing so missed the unique point where the change had occurred. This 

fundamental omission led to the incorrect conclusion that there was something wrong with the 

processes of delivering health care and has in my opinion led politicians to implement needless 

structural NHS reforms in an attempt to solve this perceived problem (26). Hence while ongoing 

improvement in health care efficiency and processes is always required (as it is in any other business) 

repeated attempts at ‘new’ reform may not be the best way to achieve this goal especially if the 

fundamental causes for the growth in costs lie elsewhere. 
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In England, the current health service ‘reforms’ will put in GPs in charge of most NHS resources and 

will be commissioning (purchasing) healthcare for their patients. Whilst some can argue that GPs are 

well placed to do this, after all, collectively they see more than 1 million people per day, this may 

underestimate the level of expertise needed to do this job well. Furthermore, under the “localism” 

agenda, GPs have been encouraged to form commissioning groups, called clinical commissioning 

groups (CCGs) based on small clusters of GP practices. This is a totally inappropriate application of 

“localism” since it loses economies of scale and exposes each CCG to unacceptably high levels of 

financial risk which arise from the inherent volatility and growth in costs due to the environment 

sensitive diagnoses (2,26). This could then lead GPs into an ethical dilemma with decisions dictated 

by local volatility in costs. Indeed is this ‘reform’ an attempt to solve the wrong problem? Could the 

correct solution be to understand why the environment sensitive diagnoses are showing such high 

growth in admissions and costs and solve the cause rather than the symptoms? 

In conclusion, growth in health care admissions and costs is driven by a group of environment-

sensitive conditions (with a possible common immune function linkage) which also show evidence for 

cyclic behaviour. Several hypotheses have been proposed to account for this behaviour (16-18, 25), 

however, considerable additional research will be required to fully understand these factors.  
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Figure 1: Admissions for accident and injury (England) 

 

Footnote: Data for hospital admission for accident & injury (International Classification of Disease (ICD) 

diagnosis codes S00 to T35) in England is from 

http://www.hesonline.nhs.uk/Ease/servlet/ContentServer?siteID=1937&categoryID=202 
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Figure 2: Volatility associated with emergency admissions in New Zealand 

 

Footnote: Data was kindly provided by the New Zealand Ministry for Health and covers emergency admissions 

for adults aged over 19 years and excludes maternity and childbirth. Admissions with a very short stay have 

been excluded. All diagnoses are in ICD version 9 in order to span the time period. Volatility has been 

calculated as the absolute value of the paired differences in admissions divided by the average of the pair. The 

average of volatility was calculated and average growth has been subtracted to give the growth adjusted 

average volatility. In some diagnoses there is a discontinuity in the trend and these values have been excluded 

from the calculated averages. The LCL and UCL were determined using Monte Carlo simulation. 
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Figure 3: Trend in admissions in New Zealand 
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Table 1: Deviation from the average for injury in children 

Year Deviation 

1998/99 2.0 

1999/00 27.6 

2000/01 -10.1 

2001/02 1.0 

2002/03 -9.1 

2003/04 -10.4 

2004/05 -8.2 

2005/06 -3.2 

2006/07 1.2 

2007/08 -0.7 

2008/09 -10.4 

2009/10 7.3 

2010/11 12.8 

Footnote: The deviation from the average has been expressed in terms of standard deviations worth 

of difference from the average.  
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Table 2: Top 50 diagnoses showing highest levels of sensitivity to the environment 

ICD 9 
Code Description of primary diagnosis 

Admissions 
per annum 

491 Chronic bronchitis  8725 
V58 Other and unspecified aftercare  705 
V57 Care involving use of rehabilitation procedures  1485 
238 Neoplasm of uncertain behaviour and unspecified tissues  500 
909 Late effects of other and unspecified external causes  20 
V71 Observation and evaluation for suspected condition  280 
318 Other specified mental retardation  130 
371 Corneal opacity and other disorders of cornea 65 
591 Hydronephrosis  635 
682 Other cellulitis and abscess  5635 
487 Influenza 175 
9 Ill-defined intestinal infections 290 

379 Other disorders of eye  235 
486 Pneumonia, organism unspecified 6960 
712 Crystal arthropathies 105 
434 Occlusion of cerebral arteries  3135 
519 Other diseases of respiratory system  3150 
364 Disorders of iris and ciliary body  130 
61 Dengue  20 
372 Disorders of conjunctiva  80 
312 Disturbance of conduct (behaviour)  65 
451 Phlebitis and thrombophlebitis  1145 
276 Disorders of fluid, electrolyte and acid-base balance  1955 
786 Symptoms involving respiratory system and other chest symptoms  14765 
V54 Other orthopaedic aftercare  80 
285 Other and unspecified anaemias  675 
38 Septicaemia  2280 
286 Coagulation defects 420 
440 Atherosclerosis 660 
300 Neurotic disorders  855 
V24 Postpartum care and examination  100 
55 Measles 15 
558 Other noninfective gastroenteritis, colitis  3410 
207 Other specified leukaemia 20 
311 Depressive disorder, not elsewhere classified 385 
77 Other diseases of conjunctiva due to viruses and chlamydiae  55 
47 Meningitis due to enterovirus 215 
308 Acute reaction to stress  240 
296 Affective psychoses 3415 
363 Chorioretinal inflammations, scars and other disorders of choroid  60 
203 Multiple myeloma and immunoproliferative neoplasms  300 
515 Postinflammatory pulmonary fibrosis 85 
295 Schizophrenic disorders 3395 
81 Other typhus  5 
411 Other acute and subacute forms of ischaemic heart disease 4365 
204 Lymphoid leukaemia  165 
690 Erythematosquamous dermatosis 40 
787 Symptoms involving digestive system 1385 
198 Secondary malignant neoplasm of other specified sites 1530 
996 Complications peculiar to certain specified procedures  3125 

Footnote: Admissions are the average over the 16 year period. Diagnoses showing the highest environmental 

sensitivity are at the top of the table. 

 


